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Early Years Playground Design 

1. Fundamental principles 

Playing and learning 
How frequently do we hear the phrases – “child-centred 
learning”, “learning through play”, “and the importance of 
play”? These ideas should be at the heart of playground 
design and yet more often than not the children’s playground 
is an afterthought in the greater scheme of school design. As 
the local authority in Norfolk, England, advises: 
“The same amount of resources, planning, time, and money 
should go into providing the outdoor space as the indoor one. 
It is not an optional extra”. 
http://www.schools.norfolk.gov.uk/view/NCC105915 
 
There is also a growing recognition of the importance of play 
for learning. The Statutory Framework for the Early Years 

Foundation Stage in England (2014) suggests that there are three characteristics of effective 
teaching and learning 

• playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’ 

• active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, 

and enjoy achievements  

• creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make 

links between ideas, and develop strategies for doing things.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2 

 

Traditional designs 
Traditional playground design falls well short in meeting these requirements. Typically, 
playgrounds comprise of a fixed climbing frame, everything from a boat shape to a tree 
house that incorporates the obligatory slide, climbing wall, wheel, ladder, rope, and monkey 
bars. Add to this perhaps a sand pit and a bike track and 
you have the creation of what adults (architects?) refer 
to as the playground. It may well look good, but is in fact 
rather  limiting. Potential activites are closed rather than 
open and after a week or month, children will continue 
to repeat the same experience for as long as they are in 
the Early Years. 

 

Fun, magic and learning? 
Where is the fun and magical space where children are truly allowed to investigate and 
experience things and develop their own ideas? If you want to get really serious, where is 
the learning?  
As adults we tend to have set ideas about play and assume if a playground looks substantial 
it must be good.  There is in fact so much learning potential that can be built into a 

http://www.schools.norfolk.gov.uk/view/NCC105915
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2
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playground. I feel it is also important to remember that playgrounds like classrooms must 
cater for all individual needs. Not all children want to dash about and make a lot of noise. 
Some children can find playgrounds quite daunting and therefore thought must be given to 
creating spaces that are quieter, more peaceful and offer a different kind of play. 

 

Collaborative Design Process 
When designing, think about sand and 
water to investigate, a stream to dam and 
boats to float, boulders and logs to sit on 
and climb on and make homes for the 
dinosaurs. Consider slopes to roll down, 
secret places to hide, look at shadows, 
listen to insects and have tea. Add den 
making materials to build a space-ship, a 
submarine, a castle. A playground can be 
constantly transformed in a child’s mind: 
the architect’s job is to understand these 
requirements and to provide spaces where 
the teacher’s addition of unfixed materials or ‘loose parts’ can provide a continually 
stimulating learning environment. This sort of playground, which may well include some key 
fixtures, will be fun to use over a much longer period of time and this fun will have a lasting, 
positive effect on children’s development. The best way to design such a playground is in an 
active, collaborative process between the school’s architect and an experienced early year’s 
specialist. As Arvid Bengtsson, the Swedish designer argues, 
 “We often forget that planning for play is very much a question of communication.”  
 
 

Open, creative play environments 
Look at these two photographs - both of water play.  In many ways there is nothing wrong 
with the plastic tray and if imaginatively set up it can be great fun and a good learning 
resource. However, the activities in Photograph A tick all the boxes for playing and 
exploring, active learning, creativity and thinking critically, because the design has created 
an environment that changes and which children can change themselves. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Photograph A                         Photograph B 
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2. Developing a playground design 

Stimulate all the senses 
When designing, think of the senses  

 Seeing – shadows, colours, patterns 

 Hearing - water, insects, birds, voices, wind chimes, music, 

silence 

 Touching – different textures on pathways and surfaces, bark, 

rocks, logs, fluffy grass, water, sand, pebbles, soft fabric, fruit 

and veg 

 Smelling – herbs, scented flowers, cut grass 

 Tasting – the fruit and veg they have grown in their garden, herbs in salad or a 

sandwich, veggie soup 

Planting 
Sympathetic planting will soften an environment and create those 
shadows and patterns in the playground as well as providing 
texture and shade. Also think of different scents which plants, 
shrubs and flowering trees can offer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider the addition of planting boxes, so the children can plant and watch their own fruit, 
veg and herbs grow. They will enjoy picking them and using their own produce in cookery 
sessions. 
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Even the addition of pots of flowers will enhance the outdoor 
playground space. 
Plant up containers with spring/summer bedding to add colour and 
interest to the playground and group pots 
together to make interesting focal points. 
Attach a trellis against a brick wall and grow 
climbing plants. The children will have fun 
filling watering cans each morning to give 
their plants a drink. 
 
 

Careful planting will attract wild life into the playground garden. 
Erect a bird table or feeder and under logs and stones the 
children will soon find creepy crawlies.  
Attach a few bug/insect boxes to encourage mini-beasts into the 
playground. Lots of great designs to choose from. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Music and Sound 
Coconut and bamboo wind chimes provide a great sound or the children could 
have a go at making their own to hang in the playground.  

Add tuned cowbells for a 
unique sound or pots and 
pans and a couple of beaters 
for budding musicians. 
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Dens  
There should be several potential “den” areas in an early years’ playground. Provide lots of 

fabric, pegs, poles, string, see-through plastic or acetate and children will work together to 

create their own dens. Add a few books, cushions and soft toys and children will gather to 
share stories.  
 

 

     Make wrist bands of soft fabric or 
     ribbon so they can ‘fly’. 
 

 
Or perhaps consider erecting living willow dens 
that will again attract insects and birds into the 
playground. Plant in winter and watch the 
branches bud in the spring. With the children’s 
help weave the new growth into the frame shape 
so when summer comes around the den becomes 
enclosed and a great hidey hole. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
For more information on willow structures have a look at this web-site for Willows Nursery: 
 
http://www.willowworks.co.uk/html/kits_for_schools.html 
 

http://www.willowworks.co.uk/html/kits_for_schools.html
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If your school playground is near to a busy road 
think of growing willow to provide a 
barrier/screen. Not only will it soften the space, it 
will also help to cut down on traffic noise. Willow 
is hardy and grows quickly so in a couple of years 
you will have created your own living willow 
‘fedge’. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Natural log pathways, pathways of wood 
or wood and pebbles/mosaic provide 
interest and texture to walk on with bare 
feet. 
 
 
 
Logs, Logs, Logs a wonderful 
resource – click on the images to 

follow the links. 
 
Add interest with Painted logs 

 

 
 
Hollow logs make fantastic 
planters 

 
 

http://www.play-scapes.com/play-design/natural-playgrounds/painted-logs-natural-playscapes-inspired-my-ekman/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/203647214372509138/
http://cottagelife.com/diy/11-original-ways-to-reuse-old-stumps
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Logs for seating – ideas from Natural Learning 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Have a look at this wonderful blog ‘irresistible ideas for play based learning’ set up by Sherry 
and Donna when they were teaching kindergarten together in Melbourne, Australia. View 
their photographs of the Hush Garden as it came to fruition in an Australian preschool. 
What a wonderful name for that quiet place that’s tucked away from the very active, 
running about areas of a playground. All playgrounds should have a ‘Hush Garden’. 

 
Create a dry creek bed with natural 
materials and clever planting.  
 
Click on the images to follow the link 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tree stumps as stepping stones ‘Now where does this lead to?’ 
Children love to follow pathways and the more interesting the 
better. 

 

http://www.playbasedlearning.com.au/2010/04/hush-garden-continued/
https://naturalearning.org/log-seats
http://www.letthechildrenplay.net/2010/04/just-add-stones-logs-stumps-and-mounds.html
http://www.playbasedlearning.com.au/2010/04/hush-garden-continued/
https://naturalearning.org/log-seats
http://www.playbasedlearning.com.au/2010/04/hush-garden-continued/
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Brighten up perimeter fences with: 
 
Weaving 
Make use of a wire fence and provide the children with fabric and ribbon that they can tie 

and weave, creating their own evolving 
collage. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Add a chalkboard and a bucket to hold different coloured chalks 
 

    Something a little different! 

 
 
 
 
Ask the children to donate an old 
wellie! 

 
 

 
 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/456341374719278698/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/456341374719278698/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/194569646380275323/
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Water Play 
Children can have lots of fun 
with plastic guttering, tubing, 
pipes, and “active world” 
trays. Include containers of all 
shapes and sizes and buckets 
of water. Pulleys and ropes 
can move, lift and drag 
materials. Plastic gutters and 
pipes are usually available at 
building-supply stores.   
 

 

Nothing is fixed and children have the joy of creating new 
water pathways and waterfalls and watch all manner of 
things being washed down the guttering and tumbling to the 
next level. Provide mark making opportunities – chalk on 
hard surfaces, sticks in mud, rolls of paper and paints. On a 
dry day set out a variety of different sized brushes and 
buckets of water so the children can paint different surfaces. Make bubble wands and chase 
the bubbles! 

 

Construction areas 
Bring in tyres, plastic netting, wooden planks, plastic crates and barrels to make things 
interesting! Provide basic equipment that can be connected, moved, added to. With a little 
cooperation the children will create imaginative spaces that are interchangeable. 
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3. Conclusion 
 

 

 

Look no hands! Experiencing the thrill of taking risks. Balancing on a tyre swing without 
holding on or being a little more adventurous and leaping over boulders. 

 

As Judith Hackitt, Chair of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) said: ‘Play – and particularly 

play outdoors – teaches young people how to deal with risk. Without this awareness and 

learning they are ill equipped to deal with adult life. Outdoor play and learning is an 

important part of our children’s education.  

The #risk benefit #assessment (RBA) form for the first time gives councils, schools and 

others an authoritative, practical document to help them weigh up risks and benefits. It is 

published by Play Scotland in partnership with Play England, Play Wales and PlayBoard 

Northern Ireland, and was commissioned and developed by the Play Safety Forum. 

Via: http://goo.gl/6Y8XyK 

 
There are many things to consider when designing a playground for little ones - planting and 
equipment, storage, safety, shade and maintenance. Whether or not your playground 
contains some larger fixtures, such as a climbing frame, a flying fox, or a wading pool the 
following principles should be seen in the final design:  
 

 Fixtures should not dominate the playground, but be used instead to divide it into 

interesting spaces while providing equipment for active use. They also become 

transition points in three dimensions as children navigate the playground. 

 Stimulate the senses with imaginative, varied planting, water features, wind chimes 

and the use of different textured materials. 

 Ensure there are areas that teachers can develop with the addition of “loose parts”, 

where children have fun and develop their imagination as they play and explore. 

 The “loose parts” need not be expensive catalogue buys. They can be cheaply and 

locally sourced from hardware stores and from home (think large packing boxes). 

http://goo.gl/6Y8XyK
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A slight deviation from the playground but still on the subject of children learning 

and having fun outdoors I have to mention the Forest Schools. 
 

The Forest School vision is to;  
‘inspire, aspire, transform’. 

If you are working in an inner city school 
surrounded by high-rises, brick and concrete and 
would like to get your children into a natural 
environment this is an option worth investigating. 
The photographs are of children who spend time 
during their week at school exploring and enjoying 
the great outdoors. The Forest School’s distinctive 
approach uses natural spaces not only to enhance 

children’s physical and imaginative play, but to develop their learning in an environment 
that encourages communication and cooperation, as they discover how to resolve new 
challenges. This environment often benefits children who find it difficult to respond to 
learning in a classroom setting whereas outdoors they have the freedom to respond to the 
environment in their own way. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Natural spaces not only applies to forest, park and woodland areas, but also the shoreline 
with Beach Schools and if you are teaching in Australia or New Zealand have a look at the 
Bush Schools. To learn more about this unique Scandinavian initiative that has now 
expanded throughout the world (Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia and Germany with 
practitioners from China, Japan, Italy, France, Norway, Sweden and Ireland) click on the 
images below to watch the videos and listen to teachers and Forest School leaders but 
particularly the children as they respond to learning outdoors. 
‘Life is an adventure and forest schools provide the chance for children and young adults to 
explore the wonders of life in unique outdoor.’ 
 
 

Introduction to Forest School 

 
SurreyCountyCouncil 

 
  
This short film will give you an insight into what a Forest School is, why it is important and 
the numerous benefits that it offers. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUVVCyVp7nU8MS1XT1XnKAQ
https://www.youtube.com/user/SurreyCountyCouncil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptkID2k091I
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Forest School Reflections Nursery Documentary 

wildbeesproductions 
                        

This is footage shot over 6 months with 3-4 year olds exploring in the woodlands of 

Worthing. 

 
  
 

Teachers TV- Outdoor Learning with Forest School 
  
EdChat™ TV 

 
  

To learn more, book a course or sign up for their mailing list go to 
 

 
The Forest School Association is the professional body and UK wide voice for Forest 

School, promoting best practice, cohesion and 'quality Forest School for all'. 
http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/ 

 

 
Recommended Reading 

Early Childhood Playgrounds: Planning an outside 
learning environment 1st Edition by Prue Walsh (Author) 

This book will be fascinating reading for those studying early childhood and 
practitioners looking into the ways and means of setting up, improving or 
expanding their outdoor play facilities. It is also geared towards other 
disciplines, making it an essential guide for architects and planning 
professionals wanting to gain a greater understanding of play and the vital role 
it takes in meeting children’s needs and development. 

                                       Click on the cover for a direct link to Amazon 

So take the classroom outdoors – the playground and beyond, and have fun! 

 

Jan 

 

Jan Homden, Consilium Education 

An early years teaching specialist and designer, Jan has taught in 
international schools around the world. She has also worked with a leading 
architectural practice in Istanbul and is now responsible for design and 
research at Consilium Education. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/user/wildbeesproductions
https://www.youtube.com/user/ACLChannel0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxwQr-PDiuMkx90LP43p4yw
https://www.youtube.com/user/woodyootoo
http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/
http://consiliumeducation.com/itm/2016/02/23/planning-effective-outdoor-physical-environments-for-early-childhood/
http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjzFfU43wuQ&ebc=ANyPxKr6kKZrtT36oZJp2po9LOcUx0Xv38b12WX5s-vU5u0kwKtbVmbC8hosMoNhkVQ6cPngBG9IXKWTXMrCQpqLt8-oxRZotQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrDkTm8eqAg&ebc=ANyPxKohdTw5QNCaBw_jyLrplGG4BTly5edLRha1L5Vim_l76p8CWAA0xh1-Q4IkfshGGiAXW8LjpkroSS4t93CFAwXvdGbqcQ
http://www.amazon.com/Early-Childhood-Playgrounds-Planning-environment/dp/0415639271

